
New  Celebrity  Couple:  Pete
Davidson  &  Kaia  Gerber  Are
Dating

By Meghan Khameraj

In celebrity news, UsMagazine.com confirms that Saturday Night
Live star Pete Davidson and model Kaia Gerber are dating. A
source reported to the publication, “Pete and Kaia are dating
and they’ve been trying to keep their relationship somewhat
low profile.” The new famous couple has been spotted on a
number of dates from lunch in Malibu to a comedy show in
Brooklyn. This celebrity relationship has been kept on the
down-low, as there has been minimal PDA, which is a sudden
change for Davidson. Davidson has joked on many occasions
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about his very public relationship with Grammy winner Ariana
Grande. The comedian has also been linked to Kate Beckinsale
and Margaret Qualley this year.

This new celebrity couple is trying
to  keep  their  relationship  “low
profile.”  What  are  some  ways  to
keep your relationship out of the
limelight?

Cupid’s Advice:

Pete Davidson and Kaia Gerber are officially dating. This
famous  couple  plans  to  keep  their  relationship  away  from
prying eyes.  Cupid has some relationship advice to help you
keep your relationship private:

1. Limit your social media presence: Posting cute pictures of
you  with  your  significant  other  is  always  fun,  and  you
shouldn’t stop if you really enjoy sharing pictures. However,
there are many ways to avoid your relationship becoming the
talk of the town. Limit the comments on your Instagram posts
to  prevent  any  negative  people  from  discussing  your
relationship. Also, make your account private and only allow
those whom you trust to follow you.

Related  Link:  New  Celebrity  Couple?  ‘Bachelorette’  Hannah
Brown Hits the CMA Awards Red Carpet with ‘DWTS’ Partner Alan
Bersten

2. Keep private things private: As we’ve seen with Davidson
past  relationship  with  Ariana  Grande,  sometimes  speaking
candidly about your personal love life can come back to bite
you. Keep private conversations and stories between you and
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your partner. No one else needs to know.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Angelina Jolie Has Been On a
‘Few Dates’ Amid Divorce from Brad Pitt

3. Ignore outside opinion: Sometimes all of the preventative
measures  in  the  world  won’t  stop  negative  people  from
commenting on your relationship. Build a strong enough bond
with your partner so you’re both able to ignore the opinion of
those who have bad intentions.

What are some ways you keep your relationship private? Let us
know in the comments below!

New  Celebrity  Couple  Pete
Davidson  &  Margaret  Qualley
Travel to Venice Ahead of Red
Carpet Debut
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By Meghan Khameraj

In  the  latest  celebrity  news,  Pete  Davidson  and  Margaret
Qualley went to Italy together! According to an insider for
UsMagazine.com,  the  newly  announced  celebrity  couple  have
“been seeing each other for a couple of months.” Though the
couple has been together for a few months, they are set to
make their first public appearance as a famous couple at the
76th Venice Film Festival.

In  celebrity  news,  this  new
celebrity couple is ready to step
out as an official couple together.
How do you know when to take your
relationship public?

Cupid’s Advice:

Pete  Davidson  and  Margaret  Qualley  are  taking  their
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relationship  to  the  next  level  with  their  first  official
appearance as a celebrity couple. While this is a big and
sometimes scary step, Cupid has some relationship advice that
will help you figure out if you’re ready:

1. You both want to go public: This may seem obvious, but if
you and your partner aren’t on the same page, then going
public will only add fuel to the fire. Talking about your
relationship with your partner in the early stages will allow
your relationship to be more honest.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kendall Jenner & A$AP Rocky
Attend Sunday Service After He’s Released from Prison

2. You picture a long-term relationship: You wouldn’t want to
announce your new relationship to all your friends and family
just to break up a few weeks later. If you can’t picture
yourself with your partner in the future, then it’s time to
rethink going public.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Jennifer Garner Has Found a
‘True Partner’ in John Miller

3. You’re ready for opinions: With a public relationship comes
public opinion. You and your significant other should be ready
to  deal  with  any  negativity  that  might  surround  your
relationship. Focus on the positive that comes with having a
public relationship, such as honesty and trust.

What are some tell-tale signs that a relationship isn’t ready
to go public? Let us know in the comments below! 
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Celebrity  Couple  News:  Kate
Beckinsale  &  Pete  Davidson
Have Dinner with Her Mom &
Step-Dad

By Mara Miller

In the latest celebrity couple news, Kate Beckinsale and Pete
Davidson  recently  had  dinner  with  Beckinsale’s  mother  and
stepfather, according to EOnline.com. Beckinsale and Davidson
have been lighting up celebrity news with their celebrity
relationship  since  they  first  started  flirting  during  a
2019 Golden Globes after-party back in January. And, despite
their  age  difference,  they’re  still  going  strong.  They’ve
already moved to the stage of meeting the parents!
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In  celebrity  couple  news,  Pete
Davidson met the parents! What are
some  ways  you  can  make  a  good
impression  on  your  partner’s
parents?

Cupid’s Advice:

There  is  a  stigma  that  can  follow  meeting  your  partner’s
parents–along with sweaty hands and worrying if they’ll like
you. Cupid has some tips on how to make a good impression:

1. Be yourself: This cannot be stressed enough. You wouldn’t
act like someone you’re not around your partner, right? As
long as you act like yourself, you won’t cast any negative
impressions about who you are as a person.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple  News:  ‘Bachelor’  Colton
Underwood Praises GF Cassie Randolph

2. Dress appropriately: A person’s perception of you has a lot
to do with how you dress. Wearing a clean top, bottoms, and
shoes will help make a statement that you are someone who can
be serious to your partner’s parents.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kate Beckinsale’s Ex Matt Rife
Tells Pete Davidson to ‘Run’

3. Refrain from PDA: Keep the kissing and handholding to a
minimum around your partner’s parents, even if you’re out to
dinner and they get up for a moment to go to the restroom.
Wait to put your hands on each other after dinner with the
parents.

What are some other ways to make a good impression on your
partner’s parents? Let us know in the comments below!
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Celebrity  Couple  News:  Pete
Davidson  &  Kate  Beckinsale
Make Out In Backseat of Car

By Mara Miller

In  the  latest  celebrity  couple  news  according
to UsMagazine.com, celebrity couple Pete Davidson and Kate
Beckinsale can’t keep their lips off each other. Davidson and
Beckinsale were seen at The Dirt premiere at Whiskey Go Go in
West Hollywood prior to their backseat makeout sesh in a taxi
on March 18th. And this isn’t their first display of PDA,
either. They’ve also openly kissed and held hands at a New
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York Rangers game on March 4th.

In celebrity couple news, it’s on
between  Pete  and  Kate!  What  are
some things to beware of when it
comes  to  public  displays  of
affection?

Cupid’s Advice:

It’s fine to display some PDA with your partner, but there are
a few things you should consider first:

1. Your partner’s comfort: Sometimes people don’t like to
share public affection beyond holding hands or light pecks on
the cheek. Be aware of your partner’s comfort level before you
start openly making out.

Related  Link:  New  Celebrity  Couple:  Zac  Efron  Is  Dating
Olympian Sarah Bro

2. Commitment: But…it could make friends and other people
around you uncomfortable if things start to get too heavy if
you and your partner get excited or if they don’t know your
partner well.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple  News:  ‘Bachelor’  Colton
Underwood Praises GF Cassie Randolph

3. Don’t let things get too heated: It’s okay to kiss and hold
hands  in  public  but  beware  of  your  surroundings.  In  some
states, public lewdness or public indecency can result in
being arrested.

What are some things for you to beware with PDA? Let us know
in the comments below!
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Celebrity  News:  Kate
Beckinsale’s  Ex  Matt  Rife
Tells Pete Davidson to ‘Run’

By Mara Miller

According to UsMagazine.com, Matt Rife had some advice for
Pete Davidson about celebrity ex Kate Beckinsale in celebrity
news.  “Advice  for  Pete?  Man  to  man…run,”  Rife  told  TMZ.
Beckinsale  and  Rife  were  first  linked  in  2017  after  her
divorce from Len Wiseman. They dated for a year. Beckinsale
and Davidson have been in a celebrity relationship for about
two months.
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In  celebrity  news,  Kate
Beckinsale’s ex isn’t saying good
things about his former love. What
are some ways to keep your ex from
ruining a new relationship?

Cupid’s Advice: 

When you decide to move on from your former relationship, an
ex can get jealous or want to slander your name. Here’s some
advice from Cupid on how to stop them from ruining your new
one:

1. Reassure your current partner: If something your ex says
about you makes your new partner question your relationship,
reassure them by answering any questions they might have about
your past.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Travis  Scott  Shouts  Out  to
‘Wifey’ Kylie Jenner Amid Cheating Allegatitons

2. Don’t engage: Getting in contact with your ex after they
say  something  inappropriate  might  make  your  new  partner
suspicious of why you’re contacting them in the first place.
Not talking to them while they try to cause trouble is the
better thing to do.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Justin Timberlake Posts
Adorable Birthday Message for Jessica Biel

3. Think of your new partner first: Putting their needs and
wants above that of your ex is more important than caring
about what the other person says to you. If your previous
relationship ended on a bad break, it’s better to leave it be
rather than to put what your new relationship needs to have
prioritized.
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What are some ways to keep you’ve kept your ex from ruining
your new relationship? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Ariana Grande
Says  She  Will  Always  Have
‘Irrevocable  Love’  for  Ex
Pete Davidson

By Ivana Jarmon

Ariana  Grande  stands  by  her  ex-fiancé,  Pete  Davidson.  In
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celebrity news, Grande is sending celebrity ex Davidson good
vibes after bullies recently took aim at him. The singer took
to her Instagram to defend the comedian after he spoke about
being bullied post break-up. “I know you already know this,
but I feel I need to remind my fans to please be gentler with
others. I really don’t endorse anything but forgiveness and
positivity.  I  care  deeply  about  Pete  and  his  health.  I’m
asking you to please be gentler with others, even on the
internet,” Grande wrote. A day earlier, Davidson called out
Instagram bullies for bashing him since he started dating
Grande. “I just want you guys to know. No matter how hard the
internet or anyone tries to make me kill myself. I won’t. I’m
upset I even have to say this. To all those holding me down
and seeing this for what it is-I see you and I love you.”
Grande called off her engagement to Davidson in October. A
source recently told UsMagazine.com that the actor was dating
again.

In celebrity news, Ariana Grande is
defending  her  ex  Pete  Davidson.
What  are  some  ways  to  keep  the
fall-out  from  your  past
relationship civil??

Cupid’s Advice:

Nothing can keep you from a happier future than an open wound
from a past relationship. Cupid has some ways to keep the
fall-out from your past relationship civil:

1. It’s okay to still love each other: Your relationship may
be over, but that doesn’t mean the love disappears. Love is a
beautiful and painful thing, and it is a gift. Part of growing
up is recognizing that love by itself isn’t always enough to
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make a relationship work. Breaking off a relationship that
isn’t working isn’t about ending the love you feel. Sometimes
loving someone means letting them go for your happiness and
for theirs.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Megan Fox Finally Confirms Past
Romance with Shia LaBeouf

2. Keep the conversation simple: If you have to talk to your
ex, keep it civil and simple. Avoiding an ex is impossible;
after all, it is a small world. So, keep the conversation as
light as possible, and try not to bring any baggage to this
conversation. Greet them! Ask them how they are doing. Laugh,
joke and be open-minded and friendly. Above all else, keep
things moving.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Find Out Why Kristin Cavallari
Keeps Finances Sperate from Jay Cutler

3. Remember your boundaries: There’s a difference from knowing
someone casually and knowing them intimately and at times the
line blurs. There will be a point when your ex jumps back into
the dating game and you’ll wonder if he or she thinks of you.
You  have  to  remember  things  are  different  now.  When  a
relationship ends, you can’t expect to treat your ex the same
way because the role you have in his/or her life now is
completely different.

What  are  some  ways  to  keep  the  fall-out  from  your  past
relationship civil? Share your thoughts below.
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Celebrity News: Ariana Grande
Posts About ‘Painful and Yet
Beautiful’  Life  After  Pete
Davidson Split

By Courtney Shapiro

In celebrity news, Ariana Grande is grateful for the support
of her fans after her split from Pete Davidson. She described
this  part  of  her  life  to  be  “challenging,  painful,  yet
beautiful”  since  the  celebrity  relationship  just  ended  in
October. The singer just achieved another milestone as her new
single, “Thank u, next” is set to debut at no. 1 on the
Billboard  Hot  100.  According  to  a  tweet  shared
with  UsMagazine.com,  Grande  wrote,  “what  an  interesting,
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challenging, painful and yet beautiful and exciting chapter of
life ….. when it rains it pours but I’m embracing all of it.
I’m excited for whatever the universe has in store for me.
she’s growing n she’s grateful.”

In celebrity news, Ariana Grande is
opening  up  about  life  after  her
split from Pete Davidson. What are
some ways to move on after a break-
up?

Cupid’s Advice:

How can you move on after a break-up? Cupid has some advice:

1. Cross something off of your bucket list: You now have some
time on your hands to do things for yourself. Go do something
you have always wanted to do and be proud of yourself for
checking a new adventure or experience off of your list.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Break-Ups:  Kaitlyn  Bristowe  Visits
Vancouver Post-Split from Shawn Booth

2. Find comfort in friends and family: Going home can make you
feel like you’re not alone. Youre friends and family know you
best, and being around them can help lift your mood.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan
Reunite for Halloween Selfie Amid Divorce

3. You have bursts of energy: Having bursts of energy can
elevate your emotions and help you feel better. Channel these
happy moods into going out with friends, and you won’t be as
caught up in the break-up.

How have you moved on from a break up? Share with us in the
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comments!

Celebrity  Break-Up:  Ariana
Grande  &  Pete  Davidson’s
Loved  Ones  Are  ‘Relieved’
They Split

By Courtney Shapiro

In celebrity news, fans of Ariana Grande and Pete Davidson
were  shocked  to  hear  of  their  recent  split.  However,  the
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celebrity couple’s loved ones are relieved that their fast
paced relationship came to an end. The pair became engaged in
June only a few weeks after they had been dating. The singer’s
family members didn’t want her marrying Pete and told People,
“Ariana never got to the wedding planning stage. It was all
way too soon.” The pair is no longer living together, and
Grande’s supporters believe she should take time to focus on
hersel.

This  celebrity  break-up  isn’t
necessarily a bad thing in the eyes
of the couples’ loved ones. What do
you do if a friend or relative is
dating  someone  you  don’t  approve
of?

Cupid’s Advice:

How do you deal with your friend or relative dating someone
you don’t like? Cupid has some advice:

1. Tell the person your concerns: Share your opinion on the
relationship with your friend or relative. Tell them what
you’re feeling and why you are having concerns. They might not
agree with you right away, but at least you put it out there.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Break-Up:  Ariana  Grande  &  Pete
Davidson Break Up & Call Off Engagement

2. Support them: .Obviously the person can make their own
choices, but remember to be there for them anyway. You might
have concerns about the relationship, but if your friend or
relative is happy, then you have to respect their decision.
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Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Olivia Culpo Dodges Nick Jonas’
Fiancée Priyanka Chopra at Las Vegas Party

3. Don’t bring up the “I told you so”: If your concerns for
the relationship involve your friends safety then it’s smart
to try and get them out of that situation. However, don’t pull
the “I told you so” phrase and let the person figure out any
issues in their relationship.

Have you had to deal with a relationship you weren’t the
biggest fan of? Share with us in the comments!

Celebrity  Break-Up:  Pete
Davidson Breaks Silence About
Ariana Grande Break-Up
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By Courtney Shapiro

In celebrity news, Pete Davidson spoke out about his recent
break-up from pop singer, Ariana Grande. The celebrity couple
had called off their engagement following their quick summer
romance. Davidson made his first stage appearance since the
split where he was able to jokingly ask for a roommate as he
now is living with some family. EOnline.com reported that
the SNL star has been covering up tattoos related to the
split. “Um, I’ve been covering a bunch of tattoos, that’s
fun,” Davidson told his audience. “I’m f–king 0 for 2 in the
tattoo [department]. Yeah, I’m afraid to get my mom tattooed
on me, that’s how bad it is.” The pair is taking time for
themselves to heal and move on from the break-up.

The topic of this celebrity break-
up  is  no  longer  under  wraps  for
Pete Davidson. What are some ways
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to come to terms with your split
publicly?
Cupid’s Advice:

How can you come to terms with a public split? Cupid has some
thoughts:

1. Put on a positive face: For most people their lives still
have to continue after a break up. It can be hard to erase the
break-up, but it’ll get easier if you stay positive. Keep a
positive attitude in the workplace or out with friends, and
the hurt of the relationship will go away with time.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Break-Up:  Ariana  Grande  &  Pete
Davidson Break Up & Call Off Engagement

2. Only say what you’re comfortable with: Just because you
split happened publicly doesn’t mean you have to share all of
the details with everyone. People will be expecting you to
talk about it, but the relationship doesn’t have to be anyone
else’s business.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Ariana Grande Calls Split
from Pete Davidson ‘Very Sad’ and Takes Off Ring

3. Take time to be alone: Since the split is out in the open,
it can beneficial to do some internal reflecting by yourself.
No  one  else  knows  the  full  extent  of  why  you  and  your
significant  other  ended  things,  so  allow  yourself  to  go
through the details.

Have you had to deal with a public split? Share with us in the
comments!
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Celebrity  Break-Up:  Ariana
Grande Calls Split from Pete
Davidson ‘Very Sad’ and Takes
Off Ring

By Courtney Shapiro

In celebrity news, singer Ariana Grande has decided to take
some time off from the internet. Grande made this decision on
October 16, shortly after the news came out about her split
from Pete Davidson. The celebrity couple split and called off
their engagement just months after becoming engaged. The pop
singer also taped a performance for the upcoming NBC special A
Very Wicked Halloween where her makeup artist shared a post in
which she was no longer wearing her engagement ring. According
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to UsMagazine.com, Grande posted in a now-deleted Instagram
story, stating, “it’s hard not to bump news n stuff that i’m
not tryna see rn. it’s very sad and we’re all tryin very hard
to keep goin. love u. and thank u for bein here always.” The
singer has returned to work, but the SNL star is still taking
time for himself.

This  celebrity  break-up  came  on
just  as  quick  on  the  engagement
did.  What  are  some  ways  to  cope
with a sudden split?
Cupid’s Advice:

How can you cope with a sudden split? Cupid has some advice:

1. Obsess over it: It is okay to give yourself the time to ask
all of the questions and find out where the break-up came
from. Go through all of your history and let yourself think
about it. Once you’ve thought through the scenarios enough,
you might be able to move forward from the relationship.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Break-Up:  Ariana  Grande  &  Pete
Davidson Break Up & Call Off Engagement

2. Don’t reach out to the other person: The relationship may
have ended with no form of closure, and you might just be
stuck with your questions. Trying to contact the other person
won’t help you move on. If you get to the place where you can
friends,  then  you’ve  probably  allowed  yourself  to  stop
thinking about the closure you never got.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Nikki Bella & John Cena
Split Again Two Months After Reconciling

3. Make yourself busy: Keep moving with your normal routine.
Make sure you have things to do on a daily basis, so you’re
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not constantly thinking about the break-up.

How were you able to move on after a sudden split? Share with
us in the comments!

Celebrity  Break-Up:  Ariana
Grande & Pete Davidson Break
Up & Call Off Engagement

By Courtney Shapiro

In celebrity news, singer Ariana Grande and SNL star Pete
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Davidson  have  split  and  called  off  their  engagement.
The celebrity relationship  was a quick romance which turned
into an engagement in June. Grande and Davidson told TMZ that
it was not the right time for their relationship to take off.
The  couple’s  split  follows  the  death  of  Grande’s  ex,  Mac
Miller. According to EOnline.com, Grande needs some time. Her
team says, “Given the events of the past couple of years,
Ariana is going to take some much needed time to heal and
mend.”  The  romance  moved  pretty  fast,  and  now  Grande  and
Davidson are taking time for themselves.

This celebrity break-up comes after
a whirlwind romance and engagement.
What  are  some  things  to  consider
when  it  comes  to  timing  in  a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:

What  should  you  consider  in  regards  to  timing  in  a
relationship?  Cupid  shares  some  tips:

1. Getting to know the person: It can take a while to truly
get to know a person. If you’re planning on spending the rest
of  your  life  with  someone,  it  is  important  to  really
understand  that  person,  and  it  can  be  difficult  if  the
relationship is fast paced.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Justin Theroux Breaks Silence on
Split from Jennifer Aniston

2. Where you and your partner are at in your lives: If neither
of you are in a good place, getting into a relationship may
not be the best idea. That person may be a good support
system, but if you’re struggling with something personal, it
can be hard to rush into a relationship.
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Related Link: Celebrity News: Busy Philipps Accuses ‘Freaks &
Geeks’ Costar James Franco of Assault

3. Age is a factor: Most people will argue that this is just a
number, but if you act differently than your age, you might
not be ready for a relationship. You and your partner should
be on the same page, and age could put a wall between you and
your partner.

How has timing been crucial in your relationship? Let us know
below!

Celebrity News: Pete Davidson
Defends Giving Ariana Grande
Late Father’s Badge
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By Rhodesia Williams

In celebrity news, celebrity couple Pete Davidson and Ariana
Grande  are  facing  a  bit  of  criticism  from  an  upset  fan.
According  to  UsMagazine.com,  Grande  was  seen  wearing
Davidson’s late father’s FDNY badge. After someone called it
disrespectful,  Davidson  explained  why  he  gave  it  to  her.
Davidson described Grande as “not just any girl” and said his
father would have loved her. Looks like Davidson as no problem
defending this celebrity relationship.

In  celebrity  news,  Pete  Davidson
referred to Ariana Grande as “not
just any girl.” What are some ways
to make your partner feel special?

Cupid’s Advice:

Every now and then you may have to deal with criticism from
others when you are in a relationship. When this happens, it’s
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your job to make your partner feel comfortable. Cupid has some
advice on how to make your partner feel special:

1. Seeing is believing: Show your partner just how much you
cherish them. Little kind gestures will help your partner feel
special. Flowers for no reason, or surprise tickets to a game
will show your love you’ve been thinking of them. Sometimes
your S.O. needs to see it for themselves. While gifts aren’t
everything, sometimes it’s nice to have physical reminders.

Related Links: Dating Advice: 4 Signs Your Partner Is the
Right One for You

2. Say it: Telling your partner how much you care can go a
long way. Sometimes people need that verbal reminder about
just how much you mean to them. Not only does it make your
better half feel special, it also boosts their confidence.

Related Link: Date Idea: Lift Your Love To New Heights

3. Believe it: Believing in your relationship is a great way
to make your partner feel special. Gifts can be taken away,
but  your  belief  in  your  relationship  brings  a  sense  of
security.  Not  only  does  this  make  your  relationship’s
foundation stronger, but you are letting your partner know
just how you feel without having to say anything.

What are some ways you use to make your partner feel special?
Share below.

Celebrity News: Pete Davidson
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Says  Ariana  Grande  Is  ‘My
Favorite  Person  That  Ever
Existed’ on Her 25th Birthday

By Haley Lerner

In celebrity news, Pete Davidson gushed over fiancé Ariana

Grande in an Instagram post in honor of the singer’s 25th

birthday  on  June  26.  Davidson  posted  a  picture  of  the
celebrity couple, showing him giving Grande a piggyback ride
with a caption reading, “happy birthday to the most precious
angel  on  earth!  you’re  my  favorite  person  that  ever
existed � i love you sm.” The Saturday Night Live star also
shared a second photo of the pair, captioned, “one more for
the queen. words can’t express what a real f—king treasure
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this one is.” The “No Tears Left to Cry” singer liked both
photos  and  commented,  “i  love  you  so  much.”  According  to
UsMagazine.com, the pair recently got engaged early this month
after they began dating in May.

In  this  celebrity  news,  Pete
Davidson is spreading the love for
his fiancé. What are some ways to
show your partner you care on his
or her birthday?

Cupid’s Advice:

Birthdays are the perfect opportunity to show your partner how
much you love them. Cupid has some tips on how to do it:

1. Breakfast in bed: There’s no sweeter way to show your love
to your partner than to cook them a homemade breakfast in bed.
Even if you’re not the best cook, it’s truly the effort that
counts.  Cook  up  your  love’s  favorite  breakfast  food  like
pancakes, bacon and eggs.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Wedding  News:  Pete  Davidson’s  Ex
Reacts to Ariana Grande Engagement News

2. Throw a party: While not everyone is the party type, if
your partner is, throw them a birthday bash and invite all
their friends and family. Make it a surprise party or clue
your partner in, depending on what you think they’d enjoy
most. Your beau will appreciate the effort you put in planning
their birthday celebration.

Related Link: Newly Engaged Celebrity Couple Ariana Grande &
Pete Davidson Get Matching Tattoos & Apartment Shop

3. Plan an adventure: On your partner’s special day, plan a
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day packed with fun activities that you think they will love.
Whether it’s going to a concert, museum, amusement park or
having a picnic by the beach, your partner will appreciate the
day you planned for them that’s packed full of fun.

Have any more ways to show your partner you care about them on
his or her birthday? Comment below!

Newly  Engaged  Celebrity
Couple Ariana Grande & Pete
Davidson Get Matching Tattoos
& Apartment Shop
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By Haley Lerner

In  celebrity  news,  newly  engaged  celebrity  couple  Ariana
Grande  and  Pete  Davidson  are  heating  things  up  with  new
tattoos and apartment shopping. On June 18, Grande, 24, posted
on  her  Instagram  story  a  photograph  of  her  hand  next  to
another, both bearing new tattoos reading “H2GKMO.” According
to UsMagazine.com, fans on social media explained the acronym
means “honest to God knock me out,” which is one of Grande’s
favorite phrases. The “No Tears Left to Cry” singer tagged
Davidson in the post, along with two other friends. Tattoo
artist Jon Mesa shared a post on Instagram revealing that
Davidson got a tattoo in the same location as Grande, instead
bearing the words “REBORN,” inspired by the Kid Cudi album.
Grande also posted on her Instagram story a video of the
Saturday Night Live star lifting up his shirt while the two
were shopping for rugs together for their new apartment. The
Grammy Award nominee revealed on June 16 that she and Davidson
were moving in together with an Instagram Story stating “Us in
our new apartment with no furniture 1 speaker and red vines”
along with a humorous photo of Sponegebob Squarepants. It’s
clear Grande and Davidson’s relationship is getting serious,
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considering their new engagement and Davidson’s two tattoos he
got in honor of Grande on June 2, a black bunny ears mask
behind his ear and “AG” on his thumb.

This  celebrity  couple  got  some
permanent  ink  to  solidify  their
love. What are some ways to show
the world you love each other?

Cupid’s Advice:

Want some ways to announce to the world your love for you
partner? Cupid has some tips for you:

1. Share memories on social media: The best way to capture the
fun memories you’ve shared with your partner is to post photos
and videos from them on social media. If you guys went on a
fun vacation or special date, share photos from that time to
savor the moment forever online. Not online will everyone you
know get to see how cute you and your beau are, but you’ll
have memories saved that you can always look back on.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Wedding  News:  Pete  Davidson’s  Ex
Reacts to Ariana Grande Engagement News

2. Buy a wearable gift: What better way to show your love than
through a gift? Buy your partner something they can wear all
the time to remind them and the world how much you love them.
Buy your partner an item of jewelry that suits them best like
a necklace, watch or bracelet for an anniversary or special
day. They’ll definitely appreciate the sentiment.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Ariana Grande & Mac Miller
Enjoy Date Night in L.A.

3. Display your love every day: Sometimes, the best way to
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make it clear you love your partner is simply by treating them
like you love them. Go out of your way to pamper your partner
and treat them well. Surprise your beau with their favorite
food or flowers, bring them on fun adventures and remind them
every day how much love you have for them. This way, it will
be clear to your partner and everyone how much you truly care
for them.

Do you know any more ways to show the world you love your
partner? Comment below!

Celebrity Wedding News: Pete
Davidson’s  Ex  Reacts  to
Ariana Grande Engagement News
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By Rhodesia Williams

In celebrity wedding news, Pete Davidson’s ex, Carly Aquilino,
is amused by Davidson’s proposal to Ariana Grande. After only
a few weeks of celebrity dating, Davidson proposed to Grande.
Aquilino took to social media to express her feelings towards
the  new  celebrity  couple.  Aquilino  posted  screenshots  of
conversations with friends where she pretty much laughs at the
new celebrity relationship. I guess Davidson and Grande will
have to live without Aquilino’s blessing.

In  celebrity  wedding  news,  Pete
Davidson’s ex is seemingly laughing
at his engagement to Ariana Grande.
What are some ways to keep your ex
from  affecting  your  new
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relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

When  starting  a  new  chapter  in  your  life,  make  sure  you
completely finished the previous one. Cupid has some advice on
ways to keep your ex from affecting your new relationship.

1. Distance: Make sure you distance yourself from your old
life. Sometimes exes have a hard time moving on and if you are
constantly in contact with an ex, your new relationship could
begin with a rocky start. Bringing your new flame to the
restaurant where you and your ex enjoyed your favorite meal
could stir up trouble. If you run into your ex, what do you
do? It isn’t worth the risk. New relationship, new beginnings.

Related Link: Dating Advice: How to Stop Self-Sabotaging in
Love

2. Cut communication: Cutting off communication with an ex is
an  effective  measure  to  take  when  beginning  a  new
relationship. Whether you are cool with your ex or absolutely
cannot stand each other, when starting a new relationship it’s
never safe to have your ex talk to your new flame. You are
better off cutting off communication and moving forward. Some
ex’s are like guard dogs, the may look friendly but they won’t
let anyone get too close.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: 4 Ways to Break Up with
Your Partner In the Nicest Way Possible

3. Be respectful: Be respectful of your previous break up.
Believe it or not, considering your ex’s feelings can go a
long way. Being respectful and mature about the break up will
help with a moving forward and for you to enjoy your new
relationship. Not suggesting you hide your new relationship,
but possibly keeping it on the low for a while will keep your
ex away and hopefully focused on what they have going on.
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Do you have more ways on how to keep your ex from affecting
your new relationship? Share below.


